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managerial (inside) ownership and outside (equity).This stratification differs in many 
literatures. But for the purpose of this study, the proportion of firm's equity own by the 
board of Directors, Chairman of the Board, and the Chief Executive officer will be 
classified as inside ownership, while the proportion not own by them will be classified 
as outside ownership. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether there is a strong evidence to support 
the notion that variation across firms in observed ownership structure result in 
systematic variations in observed firms' performance, that is, whether ownership 
structure of Nigerian firms influence their level of performance. 

The data for this study were extracted from companies' annual reports and 
accounts filed with the Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE). A total of twenty companies 
were sampled from various sectors. They include Incar Nig. Pic, in the Automobile & 
Tyre sector, Ekocorp pic. in the Healthcare sector, Neimeth Pic also in the Healthcare 
sector, May + Baker Nig. Pic, Vita foam Nig. Pic in the industrial&Domestic product 
sector, Dimnond Bank, Guarantee Trust Bank pic in the banking sector. Others include 
Okomu Oil palm company pic in the agriculture sector, Chellarams pic in the 
conglomerates, LASACO Assurance Pic, in the insurance sector, Betaglass Pic, in the 
Packaging sector, Northern Nig. Flour mills Pic in the Food/Beverages & Tobacco 
sector, First Aluminium Nig Pic in the Industrial/domestic product sector, 
Glaxosmithkline Consumer Pic in the Health sector, First Bank Pic and Intercontinental 
Bank in the banking sector. They constitute the first group whose managerial or outside 
equity is less than 51%. The second group whose inside equity exceeds 51% are Smart 
product Pic and Cutix Pic in the Emerging market sector, C &1 Leasing Pic in the 
Managed funds sector and A VON Crowncaps &Containers (Nig) Pic in the Packaging 
sector. 

The thrust of this study was directed by alternative hypotheses that; 

1. There is a positive relationship between inside equity ownership and firm's 
performance. • 2. That there is a positive relationship between outside equity ownership and firm's 
performance. 
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ABSTRACT 

Following the Berle-Means thesis ( 1932) which implies that diffuse ownership 
adversely affects finn pe1jonnance, diverse researches have been carried out to obtain 
an empirical evidence to support or nullify their position. This work, seeks to find out 
whether the ownership structure of Nigerian finns results in systematic variations in 
their pe1jormance. For the purpose of this study, ownership structure was classified as 
inside or managerial ownership and outside ownership (those who are not directly 
involved in management). The objective of the study is to ascertain the influence of each 
of the classification onfirm 's pe1jonnance. The hypotheses were tested using datafor 
20 Nigerian firms listed on the NSE. Empirical findings suggest that whereas a high 
level of inside ownership negatively but significantly relates to higher firms' 
performance, outside ownership was found to be positively and significantly related to 
firm performance. 
JEL Classifications: G32 
Keywords: ownership structure, and performance of quoted companies 

INTRODUCTION 

The Berle-Means thesis (1932) implies that diffuse ownership adversely affects firm 
performance. They warned that the growing dispersion of ownership of stocks was 
giving rise to a potentially value-reducing separation of ownership and control. As a 
consequence, they expected an inverse correlation between diffuseness and corporate 
performance. Moreover, the Berle-Means thesis is based on the view that shareholders 

' 
diffusion makes it difficult for them to act collectively and influence the management to 
a great extent. In a typical firm's ownership structure, there is usually diffusion into 
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managerial (inside) ownership and outside (equity).This. stratification differs in many 
literatures. But for the purpose of this study, the proportion of firm's equity own by the 
board of Directors, Chairman of the Board, and the Chief Executive officer will be 
classified as inside ownership, while the proportion not own by them will be classified 
as outside ownership. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether there is a str~ng evidence to support 
the notion that variation across firms in observed ownership structure -result in 
systematic variations in observed firms' performance, that is, whether ownership 
structure of Nigerian firms influence their level of performance. 

The data for this study were extracted from companies' annual reports and 
accounts filed with the Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE). A total of twenty companies 
were sampled from various sectors. They include !ncar Nig. Pic, in the Automobile & 
Tyre sector, Ekocorp pic. in the Healthcare sector, Neimeth Pic also in the Healthcare 
sector, May + Baker Nig. Pic, Vita foam Nig. Pic in the industrial&Domestic product 
sector, Di1m1ond Bank, Guarantee Trust Bank pic in the banking sector. Others include 
Okomu Oil palm company pic in the agriculture sector, Chellarams plc in the 
conglomerates, LASACO Assurance Pic, in the insurance sector, Betaglass Plc, in the 
Packaging sector, Northern Nig. Flour mills Pic in' the Food/Beverages & Tobacco 
sector, First Aluminium Nig Pic in the Industrial/domestic product sector, 
Glaxosmithkline Consumer Pic in the Health sector, First Bank Pic and Intercontinental 
Bank in the banking sector. They constitute the first group whose managerial or outside 
equity is less than 51%. The second group whose inside equity exceeds 51% are Smart 
product Pic and Cutix Pic in the Emerging market sector, C &1 Leasing Pic in the 
Managed funds sector and A VON Crowncaps &Containers (Nig) Pic in the Packaging 
sector. 

The thrust of this study was directed by alternative hypotheses that; 

1. There is a positive relationship between inside equity ownership and firm's 
performance. 

2. That there is a positive relationship between outside equity ownership and firm's 
performance. 
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QWneJrship negruniveUy uetanoo no crfelbn ratio. unsystematic risk and performance. 
Jil0wever. perfmn:nan·ce (defrnedl as Tobin's Q or the accounting profit rate) is not found 
to be influencecli ll>y mwlllerrsmp ~defined as managerial ownership (CEO, board of 
<dJirrrect!<Ot:&, roP'rnian~tt) vlf·ownen.mp by the five largest shareholders). 

W<elch (2003) aJpplli'es, nhe Demset:z and Villalonga (200 1) model to Australian 
lliJs.lleci fi:t;lilJ&. Using ru silngle eqoottirn model. she afso considers a generalized non-linear 
rnuiYd~l SJDecimicatlli€nlli ffmr nhe eqootioo of finn performance similar to that used by Morek 
etl. al E 1988-) , sire fllilcl6, llirrn:iitterll evidence of a non-linear relationship between managerial 
£ibruie <OmnersR][ro amtd firm pelifmmance. More recently, Villalonga and Amit (2004) 
~~ nlille' innpm'<!:t mm fiamrriilly ownership. control and management on firm value. They 
Cll>lilEiuclk th-at 1fa-.mily owrrers:mp creates value only when it is combined with certain 
forms of control and management. Finally, in a study of Taiwan's electronic industry, 
Chung and Pruitt (1986) find that insider ownership (executives, board members and 
large shareholders) has no influence on total factor productivity. 

Measures of OwneJIShip - Pelrfol1illWI'£e Relationship 

l'm1 tlJli'€ emn:11>iniJ<l:"lrll stluclies, <i>"f l!lmlteriship perlonnance relationship, two measures of firm 
Jll'€lrl!<Oli111D.Ilrul:'€~ aJII<e U,ll'i<rnllly LIS:ed. The accounting profit rate was used in the Demsetz and 
hllmn ~ ~]9;'$5)~. wliritle Tmlhin•s Q was used in most of the studies that followed (for 
<t~ Mk!>:tru::lk et1 311. ]98$; Cho. 1998; Loderer and Martin, 1997; Hermalin and 
W~ll<dln,. ll9S~~ Md:<DliJ]Telll! and Serva:es. 1990; and Demsetz and Villalonga, 2001). 
']f'(l)ilrimn''s; <Ql iJs; cdki1i1recl! a& nhre f"mn' s market value divided by its assets, valued at either 
lbwmit mu· n<epl!a'€e1II!I€mJl valLure «Sl!tep;hered. 1990). The Q ratio is used as a proxy for the 
IliiiTHllttW v.aillum.tii!<01ID mr· t11n:e finrn:ml' s, assets. The accounting profit rate is measured as the ratio 
<01! m:etl m@lillli!' €a&v taxes) to the book value of equity. It is an estimate of what 
n:inHnngomemtt a acc:mnpliJsclrre~. 

T'lhere' ane tlWO' :tJIJajov differences between these two measures of performance. 
111l'€:: filnsit diirtffie:re'l:ru:e, a<i:'ll:.Otrcfirrtg to Panayotis and Sophia, (2006), relates to the time 
pl'€l!S)Dlt.1i:1liwrt'. 1l'obi1Jlll' s; Q base·cll. C1ll imreston;;' evaluations of the likely future profitability 
<OE llhe fiimllill,. is, f<Onwancd Looki'lllg; whereas. the profit rate is backward looking_. Thus, a 
lnigf:n <Q> natliJo' iwM<e:ates su'€'Cess; ~n the sense that the firm has deployed its investment to 
buiilkdl my» aJ c:ID1l1:l:pmllllly nha:t is, now wahred more in the market than its book value. The 
s~Emmdl cl!iJf!Jle11eme <i:@rrcerns mr:companying problems in measuring performance. The 
p11m1futt na.t!€: i& liiiieasrureC!L by me accmmtant, "constrained by standards set by his 
wnmtl<t:~llll'' ,. amooll nlltftefmre nll ils affected by accounting practices such as the different 
rniR111Jm>afu; aprfpilixtml t:ID1 a&sess tangible and intangible assets. Different methods of 
<dkpmWiattOO>llll camn aillsml imfllnrem:<i:'e ~raise or iower) the recorded profit levels . 

.I~m e'OlilllttraBtl.- 'Tobimn's; Q ils :measured by investors and thus it is affected by their 
p:s,~.lnmfulgy, <l:mn<l:e.ti11i.)n:g n:tiiDratt.es of future events (heard behaviour, mistakes, 
~liVllittilo~ e't!<i:). TcriDiiml"s, Q also suffers. like accounting profitability, from 
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accounting artifact problems for several reasons. Fin;t, as tihle r.al:!i o ())f :t!he firm's matr:OOt 
value to the replacement cost of tangible capital approxmmatt:es Q, Iit lfl())es not refle.at 1!lne 
value investors assign to a firm's intangible capital nor dloes ~t jllil.cJl!lde inves'tiiJllairtt-s 
made in intangible assets . As Lindberg and Ross (l9~U» IIIDjnllie:dl c())1lllt, 'f«lim's iQ) ·s lhii.gllrl 
when the firm has valuable intangible assets in additaolil 1llO ttaJngnih>TI.e o:mes . Seo<mrull., 

• 
empirical studies in the area of the impact: of owncrsrup s!llrtlJLcruire (QE pofitat'IOOlliicy 1lhat: 
use Tobin's Q or not measure the replacement cost of tangiilbk C.2lj)l)ittatl. liJnS1tea.dl., tt!hejy 'SU.e 

as a proxy the book value of total assets. Book values ge.mer.allay lhrawe -seni())US prdlDIIelllllS 
of their own caused by inflation and arbitrary depnecii,attiico)JI} dJn())ioes. MIDJiO())V.etr, 

replacement costs are very difficult to appraise. Aooordnllil.g m ttllne Lindberg alJ!ld }t())SS 

(1981) Model, replacement cost can be measured by using a IP.eql>eitruJ.all Iirmweliltory ~<D.d 
and making sensible adjustments for capital goods price iillllifllatnOCl>lll, ttllne depreoialtJi<ronlf.alte 
and technological progress. Dickerson, Gibson :and Ts.alkaliOCl>lc())S 1(].~())1) pR())Wiidadl .a 
calculation of the replacement cost for the UK companies rn llllil.muf.adlll!mi.ing. 

Previous empirical work included additional varialbae.s rin ttlbe regressiiDns lt()) 

control for the possibility that factors other than owlliler:ship s11rr11Jlo.tlure may ihave • 
impact on Tobin's Q. Control variables include distributiOCl>n expenses .as .a IfiraatJicm ®f 
sales revenues, debt to book value of total assets '(kveracgep :a:mlil ttllne ma:rlloot: 
concentration ratio. Distribution expenses are 111sro to exp:t.ailln ~moes run 
measurement of Tobin 's Q that are caused by accounting arrtiifaots. A<oc:o>1!li1Illii:m_g ]prr.aOtrioes 
do not treat intangible and tangible capital similarly. As noted, pM(())rm21.llilCe .Illeasure IDff 
Tobin's Q maybe distorted because its denominator (i.e. tlhle lflfjp~ent rooSit cof 
tangible capital or the book value of total assets) doe.s not take mnll()) aoooUITit the w.allue ((j)Jf 
intangible assets. Observable measures of the.se intangible as:Scts rindll!lde reseanaln ,and 
development (RD) expenditures, land, buiading and equipmeant eXJPenditures m ew:m 
distribution expenses. Leverage is included in the set of expl:arrilatiDcy variables attf 
Panayotis and Sophia, (2006) to capture the ·"Value enhancing or v.alll!le ll'.educing elflfi.edts 
of the differences that might exist between the inillerest obiiga.triiDlii.S :irmuumred wlbeim 
borrowing took place ... " (Dern.setz and ViHalonga, 2001). ll.rn imifilati())nary peri oms, <.dl.elbtt 
sold in an earlier period will be paid back in money of a lesser vallllle~ inn de!f!LatiGm, lit \\oVIilll1 
be paid back in money with a higher value. 

The indicators of market concentration ace a]tematiiwely used, the top four IEirin 
concentration ratio (CR4) and a herfindahl measure of manket s1il1l!J.o:tu.re (Hindex). OR.4 
is the sum of the four largest shares in the market, whik Hindex its tlh.e sum of <Sql!l.artrd 
market shares of all firms in the market. Concenrration irndic.arors are used to acocmrnt 
for the cross firm variations in Tobin's Q of the profit rate lth.at are rll!le to cross lfiimn 
difference sin pricing power. Firrn.s that are more efficiemt arr:Hi Jiimme aggressive llin 
pricing have greater market shares (Panayotis and Sop'hna., 2.006). The ll!lsuaJ :fiirnmg in 
the industrial organization literature is that market Sil:rll!Latlllre posit:iwcly relates m tfiimm 
performance. The· incentive alignment argument by Jes.en :lil[i)d Meo:Jiling ([976) pms'itt:s 

· that "more equity ownership by the manger may increase oo.npor.ate jpe.If({])TJ]l]illDoe 
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because it means better alignment of the monetary incenti ves between the manager and 
other equity owners. 

The Entrenchment argument by Morek et al (1988), states that more equity 
ownership by the manager may decrease financial performance because managers with 
large ownership stakes may be so powerful that they do not have to consider 
stakeholders interest. They may also be wealthy that they no longer intend to maximize 
profit but get more utility form maximizing market share or technological leadership 
etc. Morek et al 's combined the argument they argue that the performance effect of the 
incentive alignment argument dominates the performance effect of the entrenchment 
argument for low levels of management ownership. For higher levels (about 5% 
managerial ownership) the picture is reversed and for still hi gher levels (about 30%) the 
picture is reversed back once again. 

METHODOLOGY 

The population of the study is the companies quoted on the Nigerian stock exchange as 
at 31st December, 2006, while the sample size is twenty companies quoted on the 
Nigerian Stock exchange. The reason for this sample size is because there is only 
twenty-eight (28) sectors in the Nigerian economy as at 31st December, 2006; and the 
companies making up each of the sectors are homogeneous to a large extent; and eight 
sectors were not considered in this study because the financials of companies making 
them up are not up to date. The cross sectional survey research design was used in this 
study. The reason for the choice of this blue print for data collection is because data 
were gathered at a particular point in time. Purposive sampling technique was used to 
select the sample size. The rationale behind the choice of this sampling method is to 
allow the researcher to select companies quoted on Nigeria Stock Exchange that will 
specifically suit the research purpose. The data used in this study were basically 
collected form the secondary source. Specifically, the data were from Annual reports 
and accounts of companies quoted on the Nigerian Stock Exchange - NSE Factbook. 

In analyzing the data collected, the simple Ordinary Least Square (OLS) was 
used for the estimation of the data for this study; however, the Cochrane-Orcutt was 
later used to improve the result. The main objective is to discover if Outside 
Shareholders (OSH) and Inside (managerial) Shareholders (ISH) are systematically 
related to firm performance. Both variables appear as explanatory variables in the firm 
performance equation. In the regression analysis, both the percentage of shares owned 
by outside investors and the percentage of shares owned by management were used to 
find out their effect on the earnings per share of the selected companies. 

Ogbulu & Emeni Ownership Structure and the Performance 
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Model Specification 

The model to be estimated could however be specified as follows: 
P=f(lSH) ' 
P =f(OSH) 

Where; P = Performance measured by EPS 
OS= Ownership Structure 

ISH= Inside ownership 
OSH = Outside ownership 
EPS =Earnings Per Share 
U1 = enor term 

The model in linear form is below: 
EPS = ao+ a1 ISH+ Ut 
EPS = ao+ a1 OSH + Ut 

Where EPS, ISH and OSH are as previously defined; ao is intercept and a1 are to be 
estimated. Apriori, the expected signs of the parameters a 1 is positive. Due to the 
shortcomings of Tobin Q and the accounting ratio used by Panayotis and Sophia (2006), 
as pointed out by Lindberg and Ross (1981), a different measure of performance, 
Eamings Per Share (EPS) was used for the purpose of this study. 

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

Following from all the explanations made above, the performance coefficients of the 
regression equation are represented in the table below: 

Inside Ownershil~;;_----r-_______ --,.----------.-----------, 
Regressor Coefficient Standard enor 
INPT 146.3451 22.0881 
ISH -3.6879 0.86156 
RL = 0.5841, F = 2.8089, DW = 2.5384, SER = 131.9567. 

t-ratio 
6.6255 
-4.2805 

The above tabular results can be represented in an equation form as shown below:-

P = 146.3451 - 3.6879ISH 
(6.6255) ( -4.2805) 

Ogbulu & Emeni Ownership StruciLLre and the PeTjormance 67 
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The above 1:esult was generated by cross sectional data analysis concerning the values of 
performance represented by Earnings per share (EPS). The research at this point seeks 
to find the relationship between the dependent variable (EPS); and independent 
variables (ISH) with a priori expectation that there will be a positive relationship 
between the performance of quoted companies in Nigeria and insider share ownership. 
It was observed from the result that the sign did not come out as expected. This thus 
means that the performance of quoted companies in Nigeria is negatively related to 
insider ownership of ordinary share capital. Given the above scenario, it can be deduced 
that a 1% change in the insider ownership of ordinary share capital will result in 368% 
negative change in performance of quoted companies in Nigeria. It is also noted that the 
R2

, is fairly alright at 58%, while the remaining 42% is captured by the enor term. 
From the result it was also seen that the t-ratio of ISH is (-4.2805). This variable is 
therefore significant at 5% level, meaning that the variable, insider share ownership 
(ISH) is a negative but significant explanatory variable in the model. 

Using the F -test , the tabulated F is 3.33 while the computed value of F is 
2.8089; this means since the computed value ofF is less than the table value, it is not 
significant and, therefore, insider share ownership is not overall , a good and reliable 
indicator of performance (ESP) of quoted companies on the NSE. The DW statistic 
which is 2.5348 is on the high side, though fell within the gray region and therefore last 
year data can be said not to affect the cunent year data in this analysis, that is, absence 
of first order positive conelation, and therefore the regression estimates are unbiased. It 
can therefore be concluded that going by the t-test, there is a negative but significant 
relationship between performances of quoted companies on the NSE and ISH, even 
though , the overall test (F- statistic) proves otherwise. 
Following the second regression result, the table below is presented. 

Outside Ownersh· ' 
Regressor Coefficient Standard enor t-ratio 
INPT -222.4449 68 .2864 -3.2575 
OSH 3.6879 0.8616 4.2805 
R" = 0. 5841, F = 2.8089, DW = 2.5348, SER = 131.9567 

The above tabular result can be represented as usual in an equation as shown below. 

P = -222.444 9 + 3.68790SH 
(-3.2575) (4.2805) 

The above result shows that, the a priori expectation that, there is a positive relationship 
between the performance (EPS) of companies quoted on the NSE and outside share 
ownership is very much in place; given that the sign came out as expected. 
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From the equation above, we deduce from the result of the study that a 1% 
change in the outsider ownership of ordinary share capital will result in 368% positive 
change in performance of quoted companies in Nigeriru.A'iso, the R2 of 58% is equally 
alright, given that only 48% is explained by the en·or tamn.This shows that the v~riable 
OSH and performance (EPS) are properly fitted in thaert1IDdel. The t -ratio of OSH is 
4.2805. This shows that OSH is significant at 5% leveJ I<mcl, therefore, OSH is a reliable 
indicator. Given the F-test, the tabulated F is equal to 3.33 and since our computed F of 
2.8089 is less than 3.33, it is insignificant and the independent variable ( OSH) is not, 
overall a good and reliable indicator of the dependent variable (EPS). From the result, 
the DW which is 2.5348 just as in the case of ISH means there is no evidence of first 
order positive correlation and therefore, the regression estimates are unbiased. 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, we discovered that there is no positive, but rather, a negative and 
significant relationship between inside equity ownership and firm's performance. This 
is not in line with the study carried out by Chung and Pruitt (1996) who opined that 
executive ownership positively influenced firm's performance. Also Palia and 
Lichterberg (1999) concluded that a positive relationship exist between managerial 
ownership and total factor of production. Moreover, Cho (1998) revealed that 
performance is a positive predictor of insider ownership. Himmel berg, Hubbard and 
Palia (1999) also found out that managerial ownership has a positive relationship with 
firm's size which is also an indicator of performance. The findings of this study is also 
at variance with the work of Morek et al (1988) who found limited evidence of a non
linear relationship between managerial share (herein referred to as inside equity) 
ownership and firm performance. Thus, the position of this study does not give credence 
to the Berle-Means thesis of 1932 which is of the view that ownership affects firm's 
performance. 

However, Demsetz (1983) argues that there is no reason to expect a systematic 
relationship between profitability and insider ownership. In a more recent study, 
Villalonga and Amit (2004) concluded that family ownership (and thus managerial 
ownership where they are the managers as in Oceanic Bank pic in Nigeria) creates value 
only when it is combined with certain forms of control and management. Also, in a 
study of Tiwan ' s electronic industry, Chung & Pruitt (1986) found that inside 
ownership has no influence on total factor productivity; these two studies are in 
agreement wi th the result of this study. The above argument notwithstanding, the 
regression result carried out under this study was stable at 5% significance level and 
calls for further research. However, the result of our second test find support for a 
positive and significant relationship between outside ownership and firm performance. 

Having achieved the aim of this study, it is hereby recommended that firms 
should emphasize more on outside equity ownership; by giving them a substantial 
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portion of their share oflering. Howe\ cr. outstde equity should howe\ er be monitored in 
order to prevent diseconomies whtch ma;be occasioned b; diffused O\\ nership. Final!). 
managers should seek owners' apprO\al be10re taking vital business decistons (as 
stipulated in CAMA. 200-l-) but should also provide technical assistance to non 
managing owners to facilitate their understandin~; and subsequent approval of such 
decisions to ensure firms ' optimum performance. 
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APPENDIX I 

Ownership structure and earnings per share 

SIN Name of company Ownership Ownership Total EPS (k) 
structure Inside structure outside 

I Incar pic 117,292,367 217,707,633 325,000,000 30 
2 Ekocorp pic I4I ,425,630 191,661.162 333,086,792 20 
3 Neimeth pic I75.374,I89 479,167.563 654,54I,752 30 
4 May & Baker 256,631,979 443,368.02I 700,00,000 30 
5 Vitafoam pic 160.138,848 658,86I,152 819,000,000 34 
6 Diamond bank 982,451,075 6,621.157,076 7,603,608,151 32 
7 GTB 693 ,136,768 5,306,863,232 6,000,000,000 142 
8 Okomu oil 16,999,435 300,970,565 317,970,000 I24 
9 Chellarams pic 155,039,282 20,623,218 36I,462.500 25 
10 Lasaco pic 324,357,288 885,462,712 I ,209,820,000 13 
11 Beta glass pic 10,922.819 443,597,181 454,520,000 84 
12 North. Nig. Flour mjll 21 ,760,635 126,739,365 I48,500,000 37 
13 First Aluminium 14,951,199 1,227,269,923 I,242,221,122 4 
14 Glaxosmith kline 14,246,886 942,454,304 956,70I,190 113 
I5 First bank 244,738,070 4,993,931,318 5,238,669,388 332 
I6 Intercontinental bank 2,317,288,516 8,622,846,964 !0,760,I35,487 93 
17 Smart product pic 28,511,337 7,488,663 36,000,000 655 
18 Cutix pic 230,241 ,885 33,956,4I9 264, I98,304 2056 
19 C & I leasing 922.580,540 682,077,459 I ,604,657, 999 08 
20 AVDNplc 417,866,620 I52,110,154 560,076,774 28 

Source: Annual Reports and Accounts, 2006 (Various issues) 

APPENDIX II 

DATA USED TO RUN THE REGRESSION 

SIN Name of companies %Inside %outside EPS (k) 
1 Incar pic 35 65 30 
2 Ekocorp pic 43 57 20 
3 Neimeth pic 27 73 30 
4 May & Baker 37 63 30 
5 Vitafoam pic 20 80 34 
6 Diamond bank 13 87 32 
7 GTB 12 88 142 
8 Okomu oil 5 95 124 
9 Chellarams pic 43 57 25 
10 lasaco pic ' 27 73 13 
11 Beta glass pic 2 98 84 
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12 Northern Nig. Flour mill 15 85 37 
13 First Aluminium 1 99 4 
14 Glaxosmith kline 2 98 113 
15 First bank 5 95 332 
16 Intercontinental bank 20 80 93 • 
17 Smart product pic 79 21 ' 655 
18 Cutix pic 87 13 20.56 
19 C & !leasing 58 42 08 
20 AVON pic 73 27 28 

APPENDIX III 

OBS EPS OSH ISH 
1 0.300000 65.00000 35.00000 
2 0.200000 57.00000 43.00000 
3 0.300000 73.00000 27.00000 
4 0.300000 63.00000 37.00000 
5 0.340000 80.00000 20.00000 
6 0.320000 87.00000 13.00000 
7 1.420000 88.00000 12.00000 
8 1.240000 95.00000 5.000000 
9 0.250000 57.00000 43.00000 
10 0.130000 73.00000 27.00000 
11 0.840000 98.00000 2.000000 
12 0.370000 85.00000 15.00000 
13 0.400000 99.00000 2.000000 
14 1.130000 98.00000 2.000000 
15 3.320000 95.00000 5.000000 
16 0.930000 80.00000 20.00000 
17 6.550000 21.00000 79.00000 
18 20.56000 13.00000 87.00000 
19 0.080000 42.00000 58.00000 
20 0.280000 27.00000 73.00000 
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